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Key Messages

Set against a backdrop of significant water impacts, responding company performance remains strong
However, company responses need to ramp up to match the scale of risk facing business

In addition to the number of A list companies doubling each year since 2015, the response rate
has increased considerably
Despite a number of new entrants, governance
responses remain consistently high

Responding to CDP Water supports a process of company water maturity, with almost half of responding companies now in the A Band
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Of the 30 companies that were scored in both 2016 and 2017:
18 scored the same as the previous year
8 improved by 1 scoring band
3 improved by 2 scoring bands
1 dropped by 2 scoring bands
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The national water risk environment demands a systemic response
The percentage
of companies
identifying risks to
business operations
remains high
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While physical risks are still dominant, the
proportion of reputational risks is on the rise
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Companies have already been impacted by
risks outside their direct operations
Top risks
Drought, water
scarcity and/or
water stress

These risks manifest in direct financial impacts to companies
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reported in 2017
amounted to:
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But the data suggests that we are not responding systemically
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policy-makers
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of goals reported relate
to broader catchment
management / water
stewardship

Three sectors continue to report the most impacts, with multiple Water Management Areas (WMAs)
experiencing detrimental impacts
The materials sector reported the most impacts
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(17 in 2015)
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Industrials

Areas of impacts

Berg Olifants WMA
6 companies reported 13 impacts
Top impacts: Drought, water quality

Limpopo WMA
6 companies reported 9 impacts
Top impacts: Drought

Vaal WMA
5 companies reported 8 impacts
Top impacts: Drought

Orange WMA
5 companies reported 6 impacts

Top impacts: Inadequate infrastructure, regulation

Breede Gouritz WMA
2 companies reported 7 impacts
Top impacts: Drought
* Illustrates percentage of responding companies

While company
operational
measures are
important, the
resolution of
drought and
weather extremes
ultimately resides
in a combination
of catchment level
action, improved
water governance
and effective
infrastructure.

